Evidence-based performance measures for efficient and effective global health service delivery

WORK IN INDIA? LET US KNOW!

We are excited to be working on the very first state-specific EquityTools for India, with a release anticipated for mid-2019. These tools will allow users to compare the wealth of clients or survey respondents to the population of a particular state. If you are a current or future user of the India EquityTool, we'd like your help prioritizing states for tool development. It will only take 2-3 minutes to share your feedback on which states should be developed first by clicking the button below.

Share your input on the India EquityTool

EQUITY TOOL UPDATES

EquityTool Updates

M4M has added an EquityTool for Sudan, and updated tools for the
Philippines, and India. In total, there are more than 50+ countries where users can use this FREE tool to quickly collect and calculate the relative wealth of program clients or participants.

UPCOMING CONFERENCES

CELEBRATING

Women Deliver 2019 Conference
3-6 June, 2019 in Vancouver, Canada

Metrics for Management is proud to be a sponsor of Women Deliver 2019. Visit our demonstration table at the conference to learn more about our contributions to women's and girls' global health.

Read more about M4M at WD2019
ICT4D Conference
April 30 – May 3, 2019 in Kampala, Uganda

M4M Global Health Research Analyst Karla Feeser will present her talk on Thursday, May 2nd, at 2:50 PM in the Royal Conference Hall: "Are you on target? A tool to rapidly assess wealth to improve service delivery". Join us to learn how the EquityTool - a low-tech, scientifically-validated solution - can help drive the greater inclusion of vulnerable individuals in your programs.

Read more about M4M at ICT4D

---

**RECENT PUBLICATIONS**

We have published three new papers from our family planning quality work:


- "Association between the quality of contraceptive counseling and method


We also released a maternal health quality report written in collaboration with BRAC University:


Browse our resource library

JOIN OUR TEAM

Apply to be M4M’s next Global Health Research Associate

Metrics for Management is seeking a Research Associate based in Baltimore, Maryland. The Research Associate will advance critical metric development, testing, and support initiatives that seek to improve the measurement, understanding, and delivery of health services.

Click below to read the job announcement and help us find the best candidates by sharing with your networks.

Read the job announcement

Share job  Tweet job  Share with my Network

https://mailchi.mp/f346fd3ec56e/m4m-april-2019-newsletter